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Buffet Kull 

"Trendy Establishment for Theatre Goers"

An in-restaurant with French-style cuisine located near the Kammerspiele

theater and the Opera House, this friendly place has developed into a

really 'good address'. Even though the choice of dishes could hardly be

described as unique, the quality cannot be denied. Italian-style pasta

dishes complement classic French bistro fare like coq au vin or vegetable

pie. The main courses have vast options to choose from and a special

'theater menu' is available too with a wide range of cocktails.

 +49 89 22 1509  www.buffet-kull.de/  info@buffet-kull.de  Marienstrasse 4, Munique
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Preysinggarten 

"Longstanding Family-friendly Favorite"

One of the veteran restaurants in the neighborhood, Preysinggarten has

built up a fine knowledge of not just local flavors but also impeccable

service. It has been serving the neighborhood of Haidhausen since it

opened in 1893. A wide range of breakfast options include scrumptious

American eggs to yummy German sausages. The extensive menu also

features a range of Mediterranean dishes, alongside pizzas, pastas and

traditional fish plates to choose from. A small playground adjacent to this

restaurant makes it a popular venue for families with little kids.

 +49 89 688 6722  www.preysinggarten.com/  info@preysinggarten.com  Preysingstraße 69, Munique
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Myra 

"Modern Turkish Cuisine"

Modern and tasteful with an oriental flair, Myrna combines a wonderful

relaxed ambiance with great Mediterranean and Turkish food. Offering a

sweeping variety of options for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner, this is all-day

dining at it's best. Choose between their Turkish breakfast special, a warm

starter like kebabs or one of their signature dishes like Lamb fillet with

yoghurt sauce and freshly baked bread. Offering an extensive choice of

drinks and a full bar, Myrna's terrace is a perfect place to relax and have a

drink with some friends after work.

 +49 89 2601 8384  www.myra-restaurant.de/  info@myra-restaurant.de  Thalkirchnerstrasse 145,

Munique
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